
Spilinga: Context

In general the area has suffered from decline of traditional economic activities, lack of ‘proximate’ 
opportunity & poverty experienced in many parts of Southern Italy, producing a continuing 
migration to work further north in Italy and beyond.

This has also been the experience of ICRE who have seen younger members leave for study and 
suitable employment. 

A local guide made the following comment regarding the impact of this situation:

"Una realtà geofisica desolante per incendi, rifiuti e abbandono, il cui principale segno quello dei 
prodotti tipici, di cui non esiste traccia,. Bene mancano del tutto greggi o pascoli collinari per 
bovini.

A bleak geophysical reality due to fires, waste and abandonment, the main sign of which is the 
typical products, of which there is no trace. Well, there is a complete lack of flocks or hilly pastures 
for cattle."

It is an important part of the mission of ICRE to endeavour to protect & conserve the generally 
'hidden gems' of local Nature whilst support existing social and economic activities & encouraging 
new initiatives that the comparatively recent advent in mass tourism has created.

In recent years Sea & Sun-Seeking tourism has increased dramatically & this is providing 
opportunities for new initiatives & economic developments. There are increased attempts, both 
informally and gradually more formally through engagement of local authorities, to develop 
opportunities for traditional skills and culture to encourage a more ‘discerning’ client base.

To achieve such developments requires the recognition and appropriate conservation of surviving 
landscapes and natural resources. The coastal developments during the past 30 - 40 years have not 
been managed in a sensitive manner due in part to lack of understanding and experience. 

Gradually this is changing & local residents are becoming more aware of the value of their ‘local 
resource’ (of nature, cuisine, crafts, culture & most importantly, people). The influence of 
committed local enthusiasts & partial emigrants, new residents & programmes such as Erasmus+ & 
its predecessors, is having (at least for this writer - a regular visitor for nearly 40 years) a significant 
impact.

The 2 Erasmus+ ‘KA2’ partnership projects (building on previous Grundtvig projects) have 
provided a very considerable contribution to the relationships, created in 2004, with partners in 
Romania & UK. In recent years this relationship has added a very positive additional element from 
KAVB in Kaunas, Lithuania.

The latest visit (October 2021) has revealed further examples of change that are proving positive for 
many aspects of local life.

Despite the UK withdrawal from European funded projects, the individuals & groups involved in 
UK will continue to maintain a dynamic and mutually beneficial connection.


